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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 1

GENMTV-1a

Address:

----Location:

MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS-TEACH  - Work with kids - Work related with educationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Are you interested in working with Roma  kids. Any talent is welcome. Whatever 
you can teach will be appreciated. English, origami, handicrafts, drama, music 
(singing or playing an instrument), drawing, indoor games,etc. Volunteers with 
multi talents will be preferred. You will work with    7-13 age group in a center 
where Roma kids attend different courses during the summer. You can join us 
either only for 2 weeks or for the whole month according to your availability. As 
the project is in Istanbul, you will have a chance to discover the big metropol in 
you free times.      W: Organizing activities for Roma kids. A: Volunteers will share 
a room in the top floor of the center, private bathroom and toilet included. Please 
be aware that the other volunteer can have opposite gender. F: Will be supplied in 
the center, the room also has a kitchen. LA:English, Turkish will be helpful but not 
a must. LO: The Roma Kids Center is centraly located in &#304;stanbul, European 
side. R: A detailed motivation letter about your contribution to the Project 
including a Skype ID is requested. Candidate volunteers will be interviewed by the 
project host. Volunteers shoul be aware that alcohol consuming and smoking will 
not be allowed during the project. Meeting point : The volunteer will be met at the 
airport shuttle bus terminal in the city.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 2

GENMTV-1b

Address:

----Location:

MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS-TEACH  - Work with kids - Work related with educationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/08/2016Final Date:16/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Are you interested in working with Roma  kids. Any talent is welcome. Whatever 
you can teach will be appreciated. English, origami, handicrafts, drama, music 
(singing or playing an instrument), drawing, indoor games,etc. Volunteers with 
multi talents will be preferred. You will work with    7-13 age group in a center 
where Roma kids attend different courses during the summer. You can join us 
either only for 2 weeks or for the whole month according to your availability. As 
the project is in Istanbul, you will have a chance to discover the big metropol in 
you free times.      W: Organizing activities for Roma kids. A: Volunteers will share 
a room in the top floor of the center, private bathroom and toilet included. Please 
be aware that the other volunteer can have opposite gender. F: Will be supplied in 
the center, the room also has a kitchen. LA:English, Turkish will be helpful but not 
a must. LO: The Roma Kids Center is centraly located in &#304;stanbul, European 
side. R: A detailed motivation letter about your contribution to the Project 
including a Skype ID is requested. Candidate volunteers will be interviewed by the 
project host. Volunteers shoul be aware that alcohol consuming and smoking will 
not be allowed during the project. Meeting point : The volunteer will be met at the 
airport shuttle bus terminal in the city.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 3

GEN-17

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Youth camp 1(ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI-CULT  - Social and Cultural projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:22/07/2016Final Date:08/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Civril town hosted the first international work camp in 2014. The impact was very 
positive thus the municipality hosted 2 different groups, in 2015 for a summer 
camp project. This year they are going to repeat the same experience. This is a 
very good project to have very close contact with the local people. If you are a 
talkative, friendly, smiling person you are welcome to practise English with the 
local kids and youngsters. The summer camp will contain different sport sessions 
and practising English will be an additional part of the program. Although 
volunteers mainly will focus on practising English, any additional talent will be 
appreciated. Volunteers who can play an instrument, organize a drama, teach 
indoor - outdoor games, will be preferred. Volunteers are also expected to make a 
presentation of their country and culture. But the most important feature is 
speaking English. This camp offers a high level close contact with the locals. 
Anyone who has time, can also join in the following camp GEN-23 between 22.07 ¿ 
04.08.

W: Practising English with the local kids and young people between 13-23 age 
group.                  A: Volunteers will stay in a kindergarten. Sleeping bag and mat 
are not necessary. F: Will be supplied at the site. LA: English. LO: Civril is a town 
in the west of Turkey. Nearest city is Denizli.  R: Medium level of English and some 
teaching experience are required. A motivation letter containing a Skype ID must 
be sent together with the application form. Meeting Point: Volunteers should 
arrange their travel directly to Denizli Airport. They will be transferred to the camp 
site directly from the airport at 18.00 on the 08.07. So arrivals must be arranged 
accordingly. More details will be on the info sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 4

GEN-18

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Me and my friends 7Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.genctur.com

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:23/07/2016Final Date:10/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or 
volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if you are an 
individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. 
GENÇTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5 people from the same country for the 
same period. The host, Math Village needs small group of volunteers for different 
daily tasks during the summer while there are math courses for Turkish pupils and 
students. This camp will give you a chance to meet a lot of Turkish young people 
who will be participating in mathematic courses in the center between 1st of June 
and 15th of September. 















W: Construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class 
cleaning and  kitchen works at a non-formal education center. A: Under the 
supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can 
bring your own tent. F: Food is provided at the venue. Volunteers help the staff for 
preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the 
students during the courses and washing the dishes. LA: English.  LO: Sirince is a 
small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit 
isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at the center, but there is internet 
connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very 
attractive and famous for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The 
nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air 
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city 
Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : Volunteers of this camp must fly directly to &#304;
zmir and then take a train to Selcuk. The cost of local travel is about 8 Euros. The 
last train from &#304;zmir Airport to Selçuk is at 19.30. But the journey takes 1 
hour 15 minutes which is not enough to catch the last minibus to Sirince Village in 
Selçuk Coach terminal at 20.00. Therefore you must arrange your landing before 
17.00.      Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications 
from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per person. This cost is 
shared with the host to buy working materials.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 5

GEN-20

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

At the zooName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU-RENO  - Manual work-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:19/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Egirdir municipality is a long term partner of GENCTUR and hosted many 
international camps in the past. Egirdir is a lovely, peaceful and traditional town by 
a lake. The town owns a zoo and a tree nursery and both needs help of the 
volunteers. W: Volunteers will work in the town zoo to clean the cages, 
landscaping, painting fences, etc. Some days will be spend in the tree nursery for 
planting flowers in small sacks. 





A: In a dormitory, sleeping bag  and mat are not necessary. Food: Will be served 
at the venue. LA: English. LO: Egirdir is a lovely, peaceful and traditional town by 
a lake and lies in the South-west of Turkey. Nearest city is Isparta. Arrivals and 
meeting point: The project will start in Istanbul with a compulsory orientation 
meeting, that all volunteers should attend on the first day of the camp at 
GENCTUR Office. The group will travel together to the camp site by an overnight 
coach on the same evening. The journey lasts 11 hours and costs 35 Euro per 
volunteer. Departure from the camp site is on the 31st of July after breakfast.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 6

GEN-21

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Fun with kids and teens 2 (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI-KIDS  - Social project - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:05/08/2016Final Date:20/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

GENCTUR runs a summer camp for a group of Turkish kids aged 10-14 and 
Turkish & foreign teenagers aged 14-17 whose families are financially supporting 
this holiday in Afacan Youth House  (www.afacan.de ), by the seaside.  In the first 
week of this camp we will have kids aged 10-14, the main theme of this camp is 
photography and in the second camp we will have international teenagers aged 
14-17, the main theme of the second camp is film shooting. The fund raised by 
such camps is used to support disadvantaged kids to have a holiday in the same 
center in the following weeks. 



We are looking for communicative, talkative, active, kids friendly volunteers to 
organize activities for kids and teens and to take care them during the activities. 
The kids group will learn photography and the teen group will create a short film in 
the camp by the help of volunteers. Experience on photography and short film 
making and abilities or any sports (like basketball, volleyball, swimming, football, 
table tennis, etc.) chess, arts & crafts, music, dance, drama, in & outdoor group 
games is preferable. Volunteers will share the responsibilities of the leading team 
to take care a group of kids/teens including the trips outside of the camp and all 
kind of activities during the camp. Please be aware that you will be dealing with 
the kids/teens through the given & intensive program all day long. You will spend 
most of your time with the teens in the camp area with a limited private life. Thus 
contact with the locals is very very limited; however, you will have contact with 
the working staff and the people from other groups in Afacan Youth House.  
Volunteers may have fun together only after the kids/teens go to the bed and the 
team cover the late, daily staff meeting in the camp. Leaving the camp area is not 
allowed due to unexpected emergency cases. Teamwork is very essential for this 
camp. Thus any volunteer who disagrees with the camp rules and team spirit are 
asked to leave. Smoking & drinking alcohol is not allowed during the camp at the 
campsite in front of the kids/teens. Please be aware of these rules before applying.



W: Counselling a group of kids/teens and leading several activities for them. A: In 
Afacan Youth House, in 2-3 bedded rooms with toilet and shower. Sleeping bag 
and mat are not necessary. F: Will be supplied at the campsite. The counsellors 
will eat together with the group of kids/teens whom they are responsible for. LA: 
English.  Turkish will be helpful but not necessary. LO: Yenisakran  is by the 
Aegean Sea, in west of Turkey. The next city is Izmir.   R: Volunteers must be at 
least 20 years old.  A motivation letter with a pass size photo should complete 
your application form. Applicants will be interviewed by the camp manager via 
Skype for selection.   Please add your Skype address on your motivation letter. 
Meeting point: Afacan Youth House. Please arrange your travel to Izmir Airport. 
Further arrival details will be on the info sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 7

GEN-22

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Center of the worldName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.genctur.com

SOCI-MANU  - Social project - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:21/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

When he was asked, the Turkish folk hero Nasreddin Hodja, who has many funny 
jokes said : ¿The centre of the world is here : Ak&#351;ehir¿. You will learn his 
funny jokes if you join in this camp. The local association of social 
entrepreneurship wish to commemorate Nasreddin Hodja with an  international 
youth meeting and voluntary work camp. 10 international + 10 local volunteers 
will work for a manual project and will share the social life of the town. This is a 
unique opportunity for international volunteers to have very close contact with the 
locals and to observe the traditional way of life. Volunteers are expected to 
present their country and culture.  W: Volunteers spend more of their time to 
socialize with the loclal Youth to practice English. Additionaly a manual work will 
be arranged like painting a school or landscaping. A: Volunteers will stay in a 
dormitory. F: Will be supplied by the municipality. LA: English. LO: Ak&#351;ehir 
is located in Konya province , in central Anatolia. Meeting Point : GENCTUR office 
in Istanbul. The project will start in Istanbul with a compulsory orientation meeting 
that all volunteers should attend on 21st  of July, in GENCTUR Office at 17.00.  All 
volunteers must arrive in &#304;stanbul in time, otherwise you will miss the 
group departure on the same night and will have to make your own way to the 
camp site. The journey to the camp site takes 8 hours and costs 30 Euro. The 
departure from the camp site is on the 31st of July after breakfast.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 8

GEN-23

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Youth camp 2 (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI-CULT  - Social and Cultural projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/08/2016Final Date:22/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Civril town hosted the first international work camp in 2014. The impact was very 
positive thus the municipality hosted 2 different groups, in 2015 for a summer 
camp project. This year they are going to repeat the same experience. This is a 
very good project to have very close contact with the local people. If you are a 
talkative, friendly, smiling person you are welcome to practise English with the 
local kids and youngsters. The summer camp will contain different sport sessions 
and practising English will be an additional part of the program. Although 
volunteers mainly will focus on practising English, any additional talent will be 
appreciated. Volunteers who can play an instrument, organize a drama, teach 
indoor - outdoor games, will be preferred. Volunteers are also expected to make a 
presentation of their country and culture. But the most important feature is 
speaking English. This camp offers a high level close contact with the locals. 
Anyone who has time, can also join in the previous work camp GEN-WC7 between 
08.07 - 22.07.  

W: Practising English with the local kids and young people between 13-23 age 
group.  A: Volunteers will stay in a kindergarten. Sleeping bag and mat are not 
necessary. F: Will be supplied at the site. LA: English. LO: Civril is a town in the 
west of Turkey. Nearest city is Denizli.  R: Medium level of English and some 
teaching experience are required. A motivation letter containing a Skype ID must 
be sent together with the application form. Meeting Point: Volunteers should 
arrange their travel directly to Denizli Airport. They will be transferred to the camp 
site directly from the airport at 18.00 on the 22.07. So arrivals must be arranged 
accordingly. More details will be on the info sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 9

GEN-24

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Me and my friends 8Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:24/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or 
volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if you are an 
individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. 
GENÇTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5 people from the same country for the 
same period. The host, Math Village needs small group of volunteers for different 
daily tasks during the summer while there are math courses for Turkish pupils and 
students. This camp will give you a chance to meet a lot of Turkish young people 
who will be participating in mathematic courses in the center between 1st of June 
and 15th of September. 















W: Construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class 
cleaning and  kitchen works at a non-formal education center. A: Under the 
supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can 
bring your own tent. F: Food is provided at the venue. Volunteers help the staff for 
preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the 
students during the courses and washing the dishes. LA: English.  LO: Sirince is a 
small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit 
isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at the center, but there is internet 
connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very 
attractive and famous for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The 
nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air 
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city 
Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : Volunteers of this camp must fly directly to &#304;
zmir and then take a train to Selcuk. The cost of local travel is about 8 Euros. The 
last train from &#304;zmir Airport to Selçuk is at 19.30. But the journey takes 1 
hour 15 minutes which is not enough to catch the last minibus to Sirince Village in 
Selçuk Coach terminal at 20.00. Therefore you must arrange your landing before 
17.00.      Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications 
from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per person. This cost is 
shared with the host to buy working materials.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 10

GEN-25

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Bird paradiseName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:08/08/2016Final Date:25/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The delta of Turkey¿s the longest river Kizilirmak (Red River), lays by the Black 
Sea coast and hosts 350 different bird speices. The area is very large and some 
parts are polluted by the waste staff like plastics, metals, etc. International 
volunteers will work together with 10 local young people for collecting waste 
materials, bird watching and counting, helping to heal wounded birds, landscaping 
and helping to the staff of the center for their daily tasks. This is a very nice camp 
for nature lovers. The camp site is very isolated, no night life and no internet is 
available. Therefore we need really enthusiastic, patient, team workers who can 
apart from hard working also create freetime activities for the whole group. 







W: Cleaning the ground by collecting waste materials. A: Under supplied tents. 
Sleeping bad and mat are necessary. You can also bring your own tent if you 
want. F: Will be supplied at the site. Volunteers also will share the responsibilities 
of cooking and preparing the food. LA: English. LO: The Delta is by the Black Sea 
coast in the north of Turkey. The camp site is very isolated, no night life and no 
internet is available.   Meeting Point : Samsun Airport on the 25th of July, at 
17.00. Volunteers should arrange their arrivals accordingly and the group will be 
transferred from the airport directly to the camp site. The departure from the 
camp site is on the 08th of August after breakfast.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 11

GEN-27

Address:

ISTANBULLocation:

Childhood dreams 1(ML + photo, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI-KIDS  - Social project - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2016Final Date:29/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

¿My Dreams Are Being Realized¿ is a special 2 weeks project of GENCTUR, 
designed for two different disadvantaged children from orphanages  aged 8-14.  
This camp is sponsored by external funds as well as the funds raised by GENCTUR 
through extra fees of the thematic camps. All accommodation and food expenses 
of the disadvantaged children are covered by funds. The Project will be realized in 
Afacan Youth House ( www.afacan.de ).  



We are looking for communicative, talkative, active, children friendly volunteers 
who are at least 20 years old with some abilities on teaching basic English, any 
sports like basketball, volleyball, swimming, football, table tennis, etc., chess, arts 
& crafts, music, dance, drama, in & outdoor group games. Applicants will be 
interviewed by the camp managers via Skype. Thus, a motivation letter including 
the Skype ID should be send along with the application form.

You will share the responsibilities of the leading team to take care a group of kids 
from the beginning till the end of the camp; including the trips outside of the camp 
as well as all kind of activities during the camp. 



Please note that you will be dealing with the kids through the given & intensive 
program all day long. You will spend most of your time with the kids in the camp 
area with a limited private life. Thus contact with the locals is very limited; 
however, you will have contact with the working people in the campsite. 
Volunteers may have fun together only after the kids go to the bed and the team 
cover the late, daily staff meeting in the camp. Leaving the camp area is not 
allowed due to unexpected emergency cases. Teamwork is very essential for this 
camp. Thus any volunteer who disagrees with the camp rules and team spirit are 
asked to leave. Smoking & drinking alcohol is not allowed during the camp at the 
campsite in front of the kids. Please be aware of the rules before applying.  



W: Counselling a group of children aged between 8-14 years old, leading several 
activities for them. A: In Afacan Youth House, in 2-3 bedded rooms with toilet and 
shower. Sleeping bag and mat are not necessary. F: Will be supplied at the 
campsite. The counsellors will eat together with the group of children whom they 
are responsible for. LA: English.  LO: Yenisakran  is by the Aegean Sea, in west of 
Turkey.  R: Volunteers must be at least 20 years old.  A motivation letter with a 
pass size photo should complete your application form. Applicants will be 
interviewed by the camp manager via Skype for selection.   Please add your Skype 
address on your motivation letter. Meeting point: Afacan Youth House. Please 
arrange your travel to Izmir Airport. Further arrival details will be on the info 
sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 12

GEN-29

Address:

----Location:

Childhood dreams 2 (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI-KIDS  - Social project - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

¿My Dreams Are Being Realized¿ is a special 2 weeks project of GENCTUR, 
designed for two different disadvantaged children from orphanages  aged 8-14.  
This camp is sponsored by external funds as well as the funds raised by GENCTUR 
through extra fees of the thematic camps. All accommodation and food expenses 
of the disadvantaged children are covered by funds. The Project will be realized in 
Afacan Youth House ( www.afacan.de ).  



We are looking for communicative, talkative, active, children friendly volunteers 
who are at least 20 years old with some abilities on teaching basic English, any 
sports like basketball, volleyball, swimming, football, table tennis, etc., chess, arts 
& crafts, music, dance, drama, in & outdoor group games. Applicants will be 
interviewed by the camp managers via Skype. Thus, a motivation letter including 
the Skype ID should be send along with the application form.

You will share the responsibilities of the leading team to take care a group of kids 
from the beginning till the end of the camp; including the trips outside of the camp 
as well as all kind of activities during the camp. 



Please note that you will be dealing with the kids through the given & intensive 
program all day long. You will spend most of your time with the kids in the camp 
area with a limited private life. Thus contact with the locals is very limited; 
however, you will have contact with the working people in the campsite. 
Volunteers may have fun together only after the kids go to the bed and the team 
cover the late, daily staff meeting in the camp. Leaving the camp area is not 
allowed due to unexpected emergency cases. Teamwork is very essential for this 
camp. Thus any volunteer who disagrees with the camp rules and team spirit are 
asked to leave. Smoking & drinking alcohol is not allowed during the camp at the 
campsite in front of the kids. Please be aware of the rules before applying.  



W: Counselling a group of children aged between 8-14 years old, leading several 
activities for them. A: In Afacan Youth House, in 2-3 bedded rooms with toilet and 
shower. Sleeping bag and mat are not necessary. F: Will be supplied at the 
campsite. The counsellors will eat together with the group of children whom they 
are responsible for. LA: English.  LO: Yenisakran  is by the Aegean Sea, in west of 
Turkey.  R: Volunteers must be at least 20 years old.  A motivation letter with a 
pass size photo should complete your application form. Applicants will be 
interviewed by the camp manager via Skype for selection.   Please add your Skype 
address on your motivation letter.  Meeting point: Afacan Youth House. Please 
arrange your travel to Izmir Airport. Further arrival details will be on the info 
sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 13

GEN-30

Address:

----Location:

East-west meeting (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SOCI  - Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

With contributions of sister NGOs as well as our own financial and staff sources, 
we organise informal and non-formal education for socially and economically 
disadvantaged youth for empowering them. http://www.dogubatikampi.
org/sayfa/23/general-information 

We try to give the equal opportunities to low income youth to participate for 
learning by doing. 

15-20 university students from different cities of Turkey will have a chance to 
experience inter cultural learning & different activities during this camp. Including 
2 coordination leaders, the majority of the group will be Turkish. Except the 
leaders, the group members might not able to speak any foreign languages.

We are looking for 5 volunteers / counsellors who are able to organize, run and 
lead activities for the participants in different areas like practicing English, sport, 
drama, music, chess, indoor-outdoor games, handicraft, dance, etc. 

W: Organizing, running & leading activities for the university students.  A: In 
Afacan Youth Centre (www.afacan.de)  in 3-4 bedded rooms with toilet and 
shower. Sleeping bag and mats are not necessary. F: Will be supplied at the 
campsite. R: Volunteers must be at least 21 years old with experience of the 
above-mentioned activities or group leading. Non formal education experience is 
preferred. As the level of English of the camp participants will be very low, the 
volunteers / counsellors should be talkative, encouraging, communicative, patient, 
talented and ready to teach. A motivation letter including the Skype ID should be 
send along with the application form. Applicants will be interviewed via Skype 
before being confirmed. LA: English. Turkish might be helpful but not a must. LO: 
Yeni Sakran is by the Aegean Sea, in west of Turkey. The next city is Izmir. T: 
Izmir. Volunteers should arrange their arrival to Afacan Youth House via &#304;
zmir Airport. Further arrival details will be on the info sheet.
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GEN-31

Address:

----Location:

Me and my friends 9Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/08/2016Final Date:07/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or 
volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if you are an 
individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. 
GENÇTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5 people from the same country for the 
same period. The host, Math Village needs small group of volunteers for different 
daily tasks during the summer while there are math courses for Turkish pupils and 
students. This camp will give you a chance to meet a lot of Turkish young people 
who will be participating in mathematic courses in the center between 1st of June 
and 15th of September. 















W: Construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class 
cleaning and  kitchen works at a non-formal education center. A: Under the 
supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can 
bring your own tent. F: Food is provided at the venue. Volunteers help the staff for 
preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the 
students during the courses and washing the dishes. LA: English.  LO: Sirince is a 
small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit 
isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at the center, but there is internet 
connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very 
attractive and famous for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The 
nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air 
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city 
Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : Volunteers of this camp must fly directly to &#304;
zmir and then take a train to Selcuk. The cost of local travel is about 8 Euros. The 
last train from &#304;zmir Airport to Selçuk is at 19.30. But the journey takes 1 
hour 15 minutes which is not enough to catch the last minibus to Sirince Village in 
Selçuk Coach terminal at 20.00. Therefore you must arrange your landing before 
17.00.      Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications 
from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per person. This cost is 
shared with the host to buy working materials.
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GEN-32

Address:

----Location:

Soup and tomato paste 2Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT  - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2016Final Date:10/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Traditional home made powder soup is a beginning dish for dinners in winters in 
Turkey. This camp is a unique opportunity to learn how to make it. Also the 
tomato paste is a tasteful ingredient for all meals. Are you interested in how  it is 
made? Local Turkish people will teach the preparation of the home-made tasteful 
staff to anyone who is interested. You will learn both to prepare the soup and 
tomato paste. You will have a chance to taste the soup and take some with you to 
cook at home. The daily occupation will be 4-5 hours and you will have a chance 
to join the other group activities in the center or enjoy your free time individually 
at the Afacan Youth House www.afacan.de.







If you want, you can also volunteer for the kids sharing the complex for other 
projects during your stay. W: Learning how to make and producing home-made 
powder soup and tomato paste. A: In Afacan Youth House, in 3-6 bedded rooms 
with toilet and shower. Sleeping bag and mat are not necessary. F: Will be 
supplied at the center. LA: English.  LO: The camp site is in the west of Turkey by 
the Aegean Sea coast. T: Izmir. Please arrange your travel to Izmir Airport. 
Further arrival details will be on the info sheet.  Extra fee: 250 Euro to cover the 
cost of accommodation and food. The fund raised from the extra fees and selling 
the soup and tomato paste made in this camp, is used for supporting the 
disadvantaged children and youth camps in Afacan Youth House.
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GEN-35

Address:

----Location:

Help them to speak 1 (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

TEACH  - Related with educationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:22/08/2016Final Date:12/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

SEKADER is a local NGO aiming to socialize disabled people of the area through 
water sports. They hired a camping site where they teach swimming, kanoing and 
diving to disabled people. To   raise a fund to cover the costs of the camping site 
they run a camp to practise English. Good English speakers are invited to spend 
10 days with a group of international youngsters who wish to improve their English 
in such a camp. If you have time you can also join in the following camp GEN-40 
¿Help Them to Speak-2¿, between 22.08 ¿ 01.09.

W: Practicing English through daily activities, games and manual work. Volunteers 
must be minimum 20 years old and agree to share responsibilities together with 
the group leader. Practicing English is the main aim of this camp. Thus creative 
volunteers with some experience on teaching, outdoor or table games, music, 
drama, sport will be preferred. A motivation letter including the Skype ID should 
be send along with the application form. Applicants will be interviewed via Skype 
before being confirmed. A: Basic, in camping tents or in huts. Sleeping bag and 
mat are necessary. Toilets and showers are shared. F: Will be supplied at the site.                    
R: Practicing English through daily activities, games and manual work. Volunteers 
must be minimum 20 years old and agree to share responsibilities together with 
the group leader. Practicing English is the main aim of this camp. Thus creative 
volunteers with some experience on teaching, outdoor or table games, music, 
drama, sport will be preferred. A motivation letter including the Skype ID should 
be send along with the application form. Applicants will be interviewed via Skype 
before being confirmed.  LA: English. LO: Seferihisar is the first slow city (Citta 
Slow) of Turkey in the West of Turkey. Camp site is by the sea. Meeting point: 
Volunteers should fly to Izmir Airport and then use the public transport to reach to 
SEKADER camp site.  More info will be on the info sheet which will be sent to the 
placed volunteers
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 17

GEN-37

Address:

----Location:

Manual workName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/08/2016Final Date:15/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Lapseki is a seaside town and hosted several GENCTUR workcamps in the past. 
This year the municipality invites international volunteers for some landscaping 
works in the town.

W: Landscaping in the town. Different type of manual works according to the 
municipalitie¿s needs. A: Volunteers will stay in a dormitory, sleeping bag and mat 
are not necessary. F: Will be served at the dormitory. LA: English. LO: Lapseki is a 
small and calm seaside town in the northwest of Turkey & close to antic site Troy, 
Assos & Gallipoli battle fields. Nearest city is Canakkale.  Arrivals and meeting 
point: In front of the municipaliy building on the first day of the camp at 17.30 . 
The journey from Istanbul to Lapseki lasts 5 hours and costs 15 Euro by coach. 
The departure from the camp site is on the 30th after breakfast. More detailed info 
about the travel will be on the info sheet which will be sent to the placed 
volunteers
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016
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GEN-38

Address:

----Location:

Me and my friends 10Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:21/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or 
volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if you are an 
individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. 
GENÇTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5 people from the same country for the 
same period. The host, Math Village needs small group of volunteers for different 
daily tasks during the summer while there are math courses for Turkish pupils and 
students. This camp will give you a chance to meet a lot of Turkish young people 
who will be participating in mathematic courses in the center between 1st of June 
and 15th of September. 















W: Construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class 
cleaning and  kitchen works at a non-formal education center. A: Under the 
supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can 
bring your own tent. F: Food is provided at the venue. Volunteers help the staff for 
preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the 
students during the courses and washing the dishes. LA: English.  LO: Sirince is a 
small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit 
isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at the center, but there is internet 
connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very 
attractive and famous for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The 
nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air 
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city 
Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : Volunteers of this camp must fly directly to &#304;
zmir and then take a train to Selcuk. The cost of local travel is about 8 Euros. The 
last train from &#304;zmir Airport to Selçuk is at 19.30. But the journey takes 1 
hour 15 minutes which is not enough to catch the last minibus to Sirince Village in 
Selçuk Coach terminal at 20.00. Therefore you must arrange your landing before 
17.00.      Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications 
from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per person. This cost is 
shared with the host to buy working materials.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 19

GEN-39

Address:

----Location:

Garden wallName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:05/09/2016Final Date:22/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

A local high school invites volunteers for painting the school¿s garden wall and 
some landscaping work in the garden. This project is in a town where the local are 
quite hospitable and the contact with the locals is really valuable. If you are ablo 
to draw pictures on the Wall, you are very welcome. W: Painting the garden Wall, 
and landscaping the school garden.  A: In the dormitory of the school. F: Will be 
supplied in the school. LA: English. LO: Civril is a town in the west of Turkey. 
Nearest city is Denizli.  Meeting Point: Volunteers should arrange their travel 
directly to Denizli Airport. They will be transferred to the camp site directly from 
the airport at 18.00 on the 22.08. So arrivals must be arranged accordingly. More 
details will be on the info sheet.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 20

GEN-40

Address:

----Location:

Help them to speak 2 (ML, entrev. skype)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

TEACH  - Related with educationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/09/2016Final Date:22/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

SEKADER is a local NGO aiming to socialize disabled people of the area through 
water sports. They hired a camping site where they teach swimming, kanoing and 
diving to disabled people. To   raise a fund to cover the costs of the camping site 
they run a camp to practise English. Good English speakers are invited to spend 
10 days with a group of international youngsters who wish to improve their English 
in such a camp. If you have time and wish to stay longer, you can also join in the 
previous term between 12.08 ¿ 22.08.

W: Organizing and running daily activities with local and international youngsters 
to practice English. A: Basic, in camping tents or in huts. Sleeping bag and mat 
are necessary. Toilets and showers are shared. F: Will be supplied at the site. R: 
Practicing English through daily activities, games and manual work. Volunteers 
must be minimum 20 years old and agree to share responsibilities together with 
the group leader. Practicing English is the main aim of this camp. Thus creative 
volunteers with some experience on teaching, outdoor or table games, music, 
drama, sport will be preferred. A motivation letter including the Skype ID should 
be send along with the application form. Applicants will be interviewed via Skype 
before being confirmed. LA: English. LO: Seferihisar is the first slow city (Citta 
Slow) of Turkey in the West of Turkey. Camp site is by the sea. Meeting point: 
Volunteers should fly to Izmir Airport and then use the public transport to reach to 
SEKADER camp site.  More info will be on the info sheet which will be sent to the 
placed volunteers.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 21

GEN-42

Address:

----Location:

Rock music festivalName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:05/09/2016Final Date:23/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Nilüfer Municipality of Bursa city is going to organize an international rock music 
festival for the second time in 2016.  A large number of native and foreign music 
groups and audiences are expected. Volunteers needed to help for preparing the 
festival. Apart from the labour contribution,  volunteers with talents on video 
filming, photography, dance, drawing, painting, playing an instrument, street 
performances are welcome. Volunteers may present their talents and can make 
their amateur, out of stage performances on the festival ground.   W: Helping for 
festival preparation, setting up tents and stands, garbage collection, remove tents 
after the festival.  Different type of manual work may be requested during the 
festival.      A: Under supplied tents on the festival ground. Sleeping bag and mat 
are necessary. Portable toilets and showers will be on the site.  F: will be supplied 
at the site. LA: English. LO: Bursa is a big city in the Nort h-west of Turkey.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : GENÇTUR office in &#304;stanbul. The group will 
travel to the camp site in the afternoon, therefore you must reach to GENÇTUR 
office before noon. The travel to the camp site will last about 4 hours and costs 
around 10 Euro per volunteer. The departure from the camp is on the 5th after 
breakfast.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 22

GEN-43

Address:

----Location:

Me and my friends 11Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CONS  - Restoration-ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/09/2016Final Date:04/09/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or 
volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if you are an 
individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. 
GENÇTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5 people from the same country for the 
same period. The host, Math Village needs small group of volunteers for different 
daily tasks during the summer while there are math courses for Turkish pupils and 
students. This camp will give you a chance to meet a lot of Turkish young people 
who will be participating in mathematic courses in the center between 1st of June 
and 15th of September. 















W: Construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class 
cleaning and  kitchen works at a non-formal education center. A: Under the 
supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can 
bring your own tent. F: Food is provided at the venue. Volunteers help the staff for 
preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the 
students during the courses and washing the dishes. LA: English.  LO: Sirince is a 
small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit 
isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at the center, but there is internet 
connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very 
attractive and famous for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The 
nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air 
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city 
Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

Arrivals and Meeting Place : Volunteers of this camp must fly directly to &#304;
zmir and then take a train to Selcuk. The cost of local travel is about 8 Euros. The 
last train from &#304;zmir Airport to Selçuk is at 19.30. But the journey takes 1 
hour 15 minutes which is not enough to catch the last minibus to Sirince Village in 
Selçuk Coach terminal at 20.00. Therefore you must arrange your landing before 
17.00.      Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications 
from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per person. This cost is 
shared with the host to buy working materials.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 23

GSM02

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Toys For Everybody (CUOTA EXTRA 30 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

MANU - ART  - Manual work - Art campProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:30/07/2016Final Date:15/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partners are Kirklareli Municipality and Toy Library. This is the first 
time that we organize workcamp together with the municipality and Toy Library. 
For more information www.kirklareli.bel.tr and www.oyuncakkutuphanesi.net

Work: Kirklareli Municipality is organizing a campaign on collecting new and used 
toys all around Turkey in cooperation with GSM and Toy Library. It¿s a national 
campaign that will reach several cities and organizations promoting it. Our 
volunteers will work with local young people and national volunteers on classifying 
due to age, repairing collected toys and packing them as presents by adding 
personal stories. The toys will be distributed to Roma and refugee children 
because Kirklareli is the town hosting several Roma families and refugee camps. In 
addition, the volunteers will have the chance to learn how to make wooden toys 
with an expert. 

Accommodation and Food: Hostel / Cafeteria 

Location and Leisure: Kirklareli is a beautiful city from the European part of 
Turkey. The province has a coastline on the Black Sea. The town has the perfect 
combination of nature and colors and it located near of the amazing destinations 
like Demirkoy, Igneada and Dupnisa Magrasi. Demirkoy lies on the Black Sea coast 
and is approximately 5 km south of the Mutludere river which forms the border 
with Bulgaria. The Igneada Floodplain Forests National Park with its Lake Saka 
Nature Reserve Area is situated around the town. It harbors one of the few 
remaining floodplain forests in all of Europe, which is home to many different bird 
species.

Participation Fee: 30 Euro

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest terminals; Istanbul

Notes: The participation fee will be paid upon arrival and will be spend to cover the 
expenses of the expert training volunteers on wood processing to create toys. 

Summary: This year we are working with toy library in Kirklareli. Our volunteers 
with the help of local young people will be repairing old toys and packing them as 
presents.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 24

GSM03

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Green is GrowingName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:06/08/2016Final Date:22/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Tasoluk Municipality in Afyonkarahisar. We are cooperating 
with Tasoluk Municipality for the first time this year. For more information about 
the municipality, please visit www.tasoluk.bel.tr

Work:  Tasoluk Municipality has many gardens and parks within their lovely town. 
During our workcamp in Tasoluk, our volunteers will be working on regulating 
those parks and converting them into a better and more beautiful areas that locals 
spend their time with their families and friends.

Accommodation and Food: Hostel / Local restaurant

Location and Leisure: The city of Afyonkarahisar is located as gateway between 
the see and the inner regions of Anatolia. The history of the city goes back to 
4000BC. The top of the rock in Afyon has been fortified for a long, long time. It 
was known to the Hittities as Hapanuwa and was later occupied but Phrygians, 
Lydian and Persians until it was conquered by Alexander the Great. It is a spa-
center with thermal baths and it is famous for specific ¿Turkish delight¿. There are 
also some fairy chimneys and thermal foundations which attract many tourists 
every year as well as the Mevlevihane (a lodge by Mevlevi dervishes) became a 
museum recently. The city is a member of ¿Association of Historic Towns in 
Turkey¿.

Language: English

Terminals: Nearest airports; Istanbul and Ankara

Summary: International voluntary workcamps are a good way to promote 
intercultural dialogue and volunteering. During our camp in Tasoluk, our 
volunteers will be working on renovating city parks and converting them into a 
better living space for locals for doing leisure time activities with families and 
friends.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 25

GSM05

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Let´s Building TogetherName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2016Final Date:29/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Egirdir Municipality. This year is the third year of our 
cooperation. More information about our partner can be found at www.egirdir.bel.
tr.  

Work: Egirdir Lake lies in the Turkish Lakes Region and is 150 kilometers north of 
Antalya. With an area of 500 square kilometers, it is the fourth largest (second 
largest freshwater) lake in Turkey. The lake is ecosystem for several species as 
well as economic resources for several fisherman in the town. Similar to the last 
year, our volunteers will help on cleaning the lake area, renovating the public 
places used for picnics and swimming, understanding the biological diversity and 
helping authorities to protect it, observing ecosystem within the lake.

Accommodation and Food: Dormitory / Cafeteria

Location and Leisure: Egirdir is one of the most beautiful districts in Turkey. It is 
34 km far away from Isparta. The town has the perfect combination of nature and 
colors and it located near of the amazing Egirdir Lake. Egirdir has lots of historical 
choices for its visitors like in the rest of Turkey. The municipality will give you the 
chance to explore some of these ancient places. The Aksu Dungeon Cave and the 
Canyon of Candir are only a couple of examples for you. It will be the exact 
volunteering project for which you will remember always.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest Airport: Istanbul 

Summary: Our volunteers spend their time in Egirdir that has the fourth biggest 
lake of Turkey by doing some renovation on lake and swimming areas of the town 
as well as observing and helping the protection of the lake species.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 26

GSM06

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Fit for LifeName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/09/2016Final Date:26/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner will be Mugla Municipality, located in the coast of Aegean 
Sea. We have been working with the municipality for several years and our 
cooperation is getting stronger year by year. They are waiting for international 
volunteers all around the world.

Work: Volunteers will be working closely with renovation department of the 
municipality and their main duty will be renovating the sport center in the most 
famous touristic town of Mugla, Fethiye. Their work will be appreciated by local 
young people doing regular sports. 

Accommodation and food: Dormitory / Local restaurant

Location and leisure: Our camp will take place in the most touristic town of Mugla, 
Fethiye. Fethiye is one of Turkey's well-known tourist centers and is especially 
popular during the summer. Fethiye is also home to the Tomb of Amyntas, a large 
and beautiful tomb built in 350 BC by the Lycians. What makes this tomb unique is 
its massive size and beautiful carvings. Some of the other historical sites worth 
visiting are: Kadyanda Ancient City, Kayakoy- old Greek town, Afkule, Gemiler and 
Aya Nikola. Most popular touristic towns of Fethiye are: Oludeniz, Calis Beach 
area, Hisaronu and Ovacik. In addition to all of those historical and cultural 
background, Fethiye is famous with beaches and night life that our volunteers may 
enjoy during their free time.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest terminals; Istanbul, Izmir, Antalya, Dalaman

Summary: Volunteers will be working on renovating the sport center that are 
being used by local young people in Fethiye.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 27

GSM07

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Blue and GreenName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

ENVI-RENO  - Environmental-RestorationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:12/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Bergama Municipality. We continued our partnership with 
the municipality after some years. For more information  www.bergama.bel.tr

Work: Volunteers will make the renovation of parks within the city center with the 
help of Bergama municipality. Their work will be highly visible since parks are very 
well located within the city. Also, they will plant trees on places that will be used 
by local people for hanging out and picnics later.  

Accommodation and food:  Hotel / Local restaurant 

Location and leisure: Bergama (ancient Pergamum), 100 km north of Izmir and 
250 km south of Canakkale  is a city in Aegean Turkey, known for its interesting 
archaeological ruins from the ancient Roman city of Pergamon and its wonderful 
center for walking around. Bergama has many ancient and must to visit 
destinations likes Acropolis, Asklepion, Red Basilica, Archaeology Museum.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest terminals; Izmir, Istanbul

Summary: Bergama is UNESCO¿S one of the world heritage sites in Turkey. It has 
a very old culture gaining from several states and empires throughout the history. 
Volunteers will find several opportunities to get in contact with local people while 
they are doing renovations on parks and planting trees within the historical town.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 28

GSM08

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Let´s Clean TogetherName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:12/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Bartin Municipality. This is the second time that we 
organize workcamp together with the municipality. For more information www.
bartinbelediyesi.com

Work: Bartin has a perfect beach called Inkumu that is attracted by many tourists 
each and every year. This year, our volunteers will be preparing some banners to 
draw attention from locals and tourists as well as cleaning the beach area.  

Accommodation and food: Under tents / Local restaurant



Location and leisure: Bartin is a beautiful city from the Northern part of Turkey. It 
is one of the richest districts with its forests and included Kure Mountains National 
Parks. Main sights include the castle, two churches, bedesten, the Kuskayasi Road 
Monument and Inziva (seclusion) Cave in the city center. Sections of the ancient 
city like the forum, the council palace, the road of honor, the theatre, the 
acropolis, and a necropolis are now below the ground. The wooden Bartin houses 
display the architectural characteristics of the art movements after the Reforms 
Decree.

Special Requirements: Do not forget to bring your sleeping bags and mattress. 

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest terminals; Istanbul

Summary: Volunteers will work on the beach mostly. Inkumu beach attracts many 
local and foreign tourists each year, what we want to do together with the 
municipality is to raise awareness of both locals and foreigners to have clean 
holidays, to be able to enjoy the golden sand beach each and every year. 
Volunteers¿ main tasks will be preparing some banners to draw attention and 
cleaning the beach area, since the best way of achieving what we stand for is 
including ourselves in the work.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 29

GSM09

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Ride My BikeName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

CONS  - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/08/2016Final Date:12/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Bademler Village. Last years, we have cooperated with 
Bademler village for several times and this year we will start another cooperation. 

Work: Bademler is a small village that is famous with its rich cultural background. 
Thus, our volunteers will work with Bademler Development Association to increase 
awareness on intercultural dialogue and solidarity. The volunteers will build bicycle 
roads that will cover all around the village. They will contribute to the 
sustainability of the village as well as their candidacy to be part of the ¿Citta Slow¿ 
network. 

Accommodation and food: Family Stay 



Location and leisure: Bademler is a village in Urla district of Izmir where the 
capital of Urla district is actually a part of Greater Izmir. The distance to Urla is 9 
km and to Izmir is 35 km. Efes Ancient city, Kusadasi, Cesme, Alacati are beautiful 
destinations that next to the Bademler village. Village has its own theaters and 
daily plays happen during the entire summer. Thus, volunteers can take part in 
theater plays that are shown in the city center as well as they may just enjoy as a 
guest.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest Airport: Izmir 

Note: Since our volunteers will stay at village houses as their guests, volunteers 
will be expected to respect house rules during their stay.

Summary: Similar to previous years¿ program with Bademler Village, our 
volunteers will work with locals to build bicycle roads in order to contribute to the 
sustainability of the village as well as their candidacy to be part of the ¿Citta Slow¿ 
network.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 30

GSM10

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Colorful SchoolsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

Url: www.gsm-youth.org

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/09/2016Final Date:19/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: We have a new partner, Kas District Directorate of National Education. 
Kas is one of the district of Antalya, the most touristic place in Turkey. Since it will 
be our first cooperation with Directorate, they are as excited as we are and 
preparing a wonderful program in this lovely seaside town. For more information: 
http://kas.meb.gov.tr/

Work: Our volunteers will work with a school administration and their main duty 
renovate the public school and helping school students to discover the countries 
that they have been coming from. Volunteers¿ work will be very meaningful and 
important for the town because many of the students are children of villagers so 
that they don¿t have any many opportunities to contact with foreign people.

Accommodation and food: Dormitory/Cafetaria

Location and leisure: Kas (pronounced 'Kash') is a small fishing, diving, yachting 
and tourist town, and a district of Antalya Province of Turkey, 168 km west of the 
city of Antalya. As a tourist resort, it is relatively unspoiled. The town of Kas has a 
Hellenistic theatre and many other places of historical interest; and it has spots of 
natural beauty, including excellent beaches, and a number of interesting caves, 
some of them underwater. There are several ruins of the antique cities of Komba 
(in the village of Gombe), Nisa, Kandyba, Phellos, Istlada, Apollonia, Isinda and 
Kyaenai.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest terminals; Antalya

Summary: Volunteers will be renovating a village high school building to prepare it 
to next academic year. Also they will be in contact with village children and youth 
in order to help them learn about volunteers¿ countries culture and practice 
English.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 31

GSM11

Address:

ANKARALocation:

We Go AgainName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/09/2016Final Date:26/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Milas Municipality. We have been organizing workcamps for 
years. For more information please visit: www.milas.bel.tr

Work:  We have been organizing workcamps with Milas Municipality for years. 
Every year our volunteers help Milas to be a better and more beautiful town by 
doing renovation, cleaning, festival, kids and elder people. This year¿s topic is 
renovation! Our volunteers will renovate some old and historical buildings within 
the old and historical town.

Accommodation and food: Dormitory / Cafeteria 



Location and leisure: Milas, one of our oldest and most experienced partner, is a 
touristic coastal town in Mugla, where the mountains meet the sea and 
Mediterranean cost meets Aegean cost. The town is quite rich in terms of history. 
There¿re many ancient cities and historic places, some belonging to thousands of 
years ago. That is probably the reason why Milas is also a member of ¿Association 
of Historic Towns in Turkey¿.

Language: English

Terminal: Nearest international airport: Istanbul or Bodrum. 

Summary: It is a tradition for our international volunteers to take part in the 
renovation of the public parks in Milas. This year, the volunteers will take part in 
renovation work in the public parks such as painting the benches, renovating the 
playgrounds and historical buildings.
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 32

GSM12

Address:

ANKARALocation:

Keep It GreenName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/09/2016Final Date:26/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Our partner is Yenisehir Municipality, one of the four districts of city of 
Mersin. This is the 15th year that we have been cooperating with the municipality. 
For more information about the municipality please visit http://www.yenisehir.bel.
tr/

Work: Similar to previous years¿ program with Yenisehir Municipality, volunteers 
will be asked to do some environmental and renovation work; such as cleaning, 
painting, repairing and sustaining of public areas.

Accommodation and Food: Hotel/ Local restaurant

Location and Leisure: Mersin is 20 km inland from Mediterranean Sea. It has 
hosted various nations throughout the history. The city welcomes the volunteers 
with its beautiful nature, historical monuments, ruins from antique and middle 
ages and modern structures of a developing city. Cleopatra´s Gate, church of St. 
Paul, architectural works from Ottoman periods and early Republic of Turkey are 
some of the most remarkable features of the city. Local cuisine includes sandwich 
with grilled meats wrapped in flat bread named ¿tantuni¿, a dessert made by 
carrot called ¿cezerye¿ and a sour drink named ¿salgam¿.

Language: English. 

Terminals: Nearest airports; Istanbul, Ankara or Adana.

Summary: In Mersin, there are so many green areas like Yenisehir that is both 
green and public space of Mersin. This year, our volunteers will learn Yenisehir¿s 
environment and they will be helping to clean the living places and repair in public 
areas such as parks and picnic areas.
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Turquía

Youth camp 1(ML, entrev. skype)  308/07/2016 - 22/07/2016SOCI-CULTGEN-17 18 - 30  3 

Me and my friends 7  210/07/2016 - 23/07/2016RENO-CONSGEN-18 18 - 30  4 

At the zoo  219/07/2016 - 31/07/2016MANU-RENOGEN-20 18 - 30  5 

Fun with kids and teens 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  120/07/2016 - 05/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-21 18 - 30  6 

Center of the world  221/07/2016 - 31/07/2016SOCI-MANUGEN-22 18 - 30  7 

Youth camp 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  322/07/2016 - 04/08/2016SOCI-CULTGEN-23 18 - 30  8 

Me and my friends 8  124/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONSGEN-24 18 - 30  9 

Bird paradise  325/07/2016 - 08/08/2016ENVIGEN-25 18 - 30  10 

Childhood dreams 1(ML + photo, entrev. 
skype)

 129/07/2016 - 12/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-27 18 - 30  11 

Childhood dreams 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  105/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-29 18 - 30  12 

East-west meeting (ML, entrev. skype)  105/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCIGEN-30 18 - 30  13 

Me and my friends 9  207/08/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-CONSGEN-31 18 - 30  14 

Soup and tomato paste 2  310/08/2016 - 17/08/2016CULTGEN-32 18 - 30  15 

Help them to speak 1 (ML, entrev. skype)  112/08/2016 - 22/08/2016TEACHGEN-35 18 - 30  16 

Manual work  315/08/2016 - 30/08/2016MANUGEN-37 18 - 30  17 

Me and my friends 10  121/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-CONSGEN-38 18 - 30  18 

Garden wall  322/08/2016 - 05/09/2016MANUGEN-39 18 - 30  19 

Help them to speak 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  122/08/2016 - 01/09/2016TEACHGEN-40 18 - 30  20 

Rock music festival  323/08/2016 - 05/09/2016MANUGEN-42 18 - 30  21 

Me and my friends 11  104/09/2016 - 17/09/2016RENO-CONSGEN-43 18 - 30  22 

MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)  201/08/2016 - 15/08/2016KIDS-TEACHGENMTV-1a 18 - 30  1 

MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)  216/08/2016 - 30/08/2016KIDS-TEACHGENMTV-1b 18 - 30  2 

Toys For Everybody (CUOTA EXTRA 30 
EUROS)

 215/07/2016 - 30/07/2016MANU - ARTGSM02 18 - 30  23 

Green is Growing  322/07/2016 - 06/08/2016ENVI-RENOGSM03 18 - 30  24 

Let´s Building Together  329/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVIGSM05 18 - 30  25 

Fit for Life  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM06 18 - 30  26 

Blue and Green  312/08/2016 - 27/08/2016ENVI-RENOGSM07 18 - 30  27 

Let´s Clean Together  312/08/2016 - 27/08/2016ENVIGSM08 18 - 30  28 

Ride My Bike  212/08/2016 - 27/08/2016CONSGSM09 18 - 30  29 

Colorful Schools  319/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVIGSM10 18 - 30  30 

We Go Again  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM11 18 - 30  31 

Keep It Green  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM12 18 - 30  32 

Total Nº Campos:   32 Total Nº Plazas:  70 
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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Dates Order

Youth camp 1(ML, entrev. skype)  308/07/2016 - 22/07/2016SOCI-CULTGEN-17 18 - 30  3 
Me and my friends 7  210/07/2016 - 23/07/2016RENO-CONSGEN-18 18 - 30  4 
Toys For Everybody (CUOTA EXTRA 30 
EUROS)

 215/07/2016 - 30/07/2016MANU - ARTGSM02 18 - 30  23 

At the zoo  219/07/2016 - 31/07/2016MANU-RENOGEN-20 18 - 30  5 
Fun with kids and teens 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  120/07/2016 - 05/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-21 18 - 30  6 
Center of the world  221/07/2016 - 31/07/2016SOCI-MANUGEN-22 18 - 30  7 
Youth camp 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  322/07/2016 - 04/08/2016SOCI-CULTGEN-23 18 - 30  8 
Green is Growing  322/07/2016 - 06/08/2016ENVI-RENOGSM03 18 - 30  24 
Me and my friends 8  124/07/2016 - 06/08/2016RENO-CONSGEN-24 18 - 30  9 
Bird paradise  325/07/2016 - 08/08/2016ENVIGEN-25 18 - 30  10 
Childhood dreams 1(ML + photo, entrev. 
skype)

 129/07/2016 - 12/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-27 18 - 30  11 

Let´s Building Together  329/07/2016 - 13/08/2016ENVIGSM05 18 - 30  25 
MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)  201/08/2016 - 15/08/2016KIDS-TEACHGENMTV-1a 18 - 30  1 
Childhood dreams 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  105/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCI-KIDSGEN-29 18 - 30  12 
East-west meeting (ML, entrev. skype)  105/08/2016 - 19/08/2016SOCIGEN-30 18 - 30  13 
Me and my friends 9  207/08/2016 - 20/08/2016RENO-CONSGEN-31 18 - 30  14 
Soup and tomato paste 2  310/08/2016 - 17/08/2016CULTGEN-32 18 - 30  15 
Help them to speak 1 (ML, entrev. skype)  112/08/2016 - 22/08/2016TEACHGEN-35 18 - 30  16 
Blue and Green  312/08/2016 - 27/08/2016ENVI-RENOGSM07 18 - 30  27 
Let´s Clean Together  312/08/2016 - 27/08/2016ENVIGSM08 18 - 30  28 
Ride My Bike  212/08/2016 - 27/08/2016CONSGSM09 18 - 30  29 
Manual work  315/08/2016 - 30/08/2016MANUGEN-37 18 - 30  17 
MTV Roma children (ML, entrev. skype)  216/08/2016 - 30/08/2016KIDS-TEACHGENMTV-1b 18 - 30  2 
Colorful Schools  319/08/2016 - 03/09/2016ENVIGSM10 18 - 30  30 
Me and my friends 10  121/08/2016 - 03/09/2016RENO-CONSGEN-38 18 - 30  18 
Help them to speak 2 (ML, entrev. skype)  122/08/2016 - 01/09/2016TEACHGEN-40 18 - 30  20 
Garden wall  322/08/2016 - 05/09/2016MANUGEN-39 18 - 30  19 
Rock music festival  323/08/2016 - 05/09/2016MANUGEN-42 18 - 30  21 
We Go Again  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM11 18 - 30  31 
Fit for Life  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM06 18 - 30  26 
Keep It Green  326/08/2016 - 10/09/2016RENOGSM12 18 - 30  32 
Me and my friends 11  104/09/2016 - 17/09/2016RENO-CONSGEN-43 18 - 30  22 

Total Nº Campos:   32 Total Nº Plazas:  70 
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